
Background

Given our study design explained on the previous poster, we now present results of our analyses. This poster provides both graphical and statistical 

comparisons of vegetable consumption across intervention conditions (no encouragement, moderate encouragement, high encouragement).

Our primary outcome measure is proportion consumed calculated as (pre – post weight)/(pre – cup weight). This process yielded a continuous intake 

measure ranging from 0.00 to 1.00 for each student for each day that each vegetable was served. 

Independent samples t-tests were conducted to assess differences in student consumption across encouragement intervention conditions.

Consumption differences within encouragement conditions were also analyzed over time using paired samples t-tests. 
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PAIRED SAMPLES T-TEST CONSUMPTION RESULTSINTRODUCTION

This intervention was designed to assess the influence of teacher encouragement on children’s consumption of free vegetables served in 

school for afternoon snack. 

Results indicate significantly higher consumption for moderate and high encouragement classrooms compared to no encouragement in

most instances. The exceptions were no difference in consumption of carrots between students in no encouragement and moderate

encouragement conditions and no difference in pepper consumption between students in moderate and high encouragement conditions.

We also find evidence of sustained higher vegetable consumption after encouragement activities were removed, especially for students in 

the high encouragement condition. Lastly, consumption of tomatoes and peppers were significantly lower than carrots among all groups.

Please see our third poster titled, Using Regression Analysis to Analyze Consumption Effects from an Elementary School Vegetable Snack 

Program, for a more in-depth examination of the influence of teacher encouragement on children’s vegetable consumption.
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